ID SOFT

Tilt-in-Space Wheelchair

“Tilt-in-Space
Wheelchair that’s
multi-adjustable
and adaptable
for all users. ”

Crash Tested

The ID Soft Tilt-in-Space Wheelchair offers various adjustable components,
providing maximum adaptability for added comfort. The sturdy steel frame
provides extra support and stability in any position for added security.

www.drivemedical.co.uk

The Tilt-in-Space ID Soft Wheelchair can be tilted and reclined into various positions to
assist with pressure distribution, correct posture and maximum comfort. The wheelchair
is available with two wheel sizes, 12” transit or 24” self propel.

Superb Comfort, Style & Performance...
»» Multi-adjustable wheelchair
designed to adapt to most needs
of the users requirements
»» The wheelchair can be tilted and
reclined to help the user maintain
correct posture, as well as assisting
with even pressure distribution
»» Offers maximum comfort for those
spending longer periods of time in
a wheelchair, and who may also
need assistance with their posture
»» Infinite position adjustment of the
backrest and seat angle which can be
easily operated from the push handle
and can be quickly adjusted
»» Frame design ensures the
wheelchair is steady, whatever
the backrest and seat angles are
»» Available with 24” self-propel or 12”
transit wheels to suit users requirements
»» Height adjustable push handles
to provide comfort for the attendant

»» Padded adjustable headrest with
multi-positional ear cushions and
elevating leg rests for additional
support and pressure relief
»» Anti-tip wheels with integral stepper
tube to aid use on kerbs
»» Long, curved adjustable armrests are
fully padded for extra comfort and are
easily detachable through a push button
»» Back rest reclines from 90°
(vertical) to 120°
»» Adjustable height backrest and
two choices of cushion height
»» Two seat widths are available 39-44cm (15-17”) and 49-54cm (19-21”)
»» Multi-adjustable leg rests can be altered
in width, height and depth of calf cushion
»» Suitable for use as a seat in a motor
vehicle (“Crash Tested” to ISO 7176/19)
»» Weight capacity 135kg (21st)
»» Accessories available

ID SOFT

CODE: IDSOFTTS (12” Transit Wheels)
IDSOFTSP (24” Self Propel Wheels)
Length (With/
Without Legrests):

82/108cm (32/42.5")
Seat Width:

39-44cm (15-17")
49-54cm (19-21”)

Optional Accessories:
Large wing headrest

Hub brakes

Tray

Hemiplegic armrest

Trunk support

Lap belt

Maximum Weight Capacity:
135kg (21st)
Height:

104cm (41")

Seat Depth:

42-51cm (16-20”)

Back Height:

Weight:

49-64cm (19-25”)

34.2kg (75lb)

Leaflet Code: LL220 If you would like to view this product
please contact your local stockist, details below.

Abduction wedge
Please enquire with your local stockist to order additional
accessories for the Tilt-in-Space ID Soft Wheelchair.
We have a continuous product improvement policy and consequently reserve the right to amend design and specification without prior notice. All sizes and weights stated are nominal.
All errors and omissions excepted. Due to the limitations of photography and the printing process colours shown may not be 100% accurate.

